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Setting the Context
? Fact: Libraries are repositories of 
traditional information (print) and 
increasingly of digital content as well
? Fact: In 2008 significantly more of the 
annual materials budget for UQ Library 
will be spent on digital content rather 
than on print materials
? Fact: In some disciplines (especially 
sciences) electronic access is more 
important than access to print materials
? Fact: The majority of the digital content 
licensed by Libraries is usually hosted 
by third parties – such as learned 
societies, journal publishers, database 
vendors or other parts of the 
organisation
? Fact: The ready availability of high-speed, 
high-capacity bandwidth has made it 
incredibly easy to download large amounts 
of data in a very short time
? Fact: Even within our organisations we are 
be experiencing an explosion of digital 
content – some of it publicly accessible but 
much of it intended for a narrower 
audience
First Problem
? Problem #1: The materials paradigm for 
Libraries and information vendors has 
shifted and some have not caught up. 
Typically the most difficulties occur are 
where the content is licensed or under 
some form of access restriction.
? Clients are increasingly more interested in 
electronic resources than print – contrast 
the differences between the attributes of an 
object in print format with those of a digital 
object or electronic resource.
First Problem
Printed Materials:
? Generally immutable
? require effort to reproduce
? not subject to frequent change
? often not easily substitutable
? costly
? Bulky 
? full content is rarely searchable
? Usually have to possess the article to use it
First Problem
Electronic Materials: 
? cheap to produce
? easy and quick to copy
? somewhat mutable in format
? frequently searchable in full text 
? can be changed and updated relatively 
easily 
? can be susceptible to electronic translation  
? takes up no shelf-space
? able to be accessed remotely
The Publisher’s Quandary
Of course from a publishers point of view, they 
want to sell as many copies of their materials as 
possible, to as many people as possible – but if 
its cheaper and easier for an institution to buy 
electronic access and that can be shared .. What 
does that mean for their revenue model? 
?For some, the answer is to try to control who 
has access to their information with contracts and 
legal agreements that proscribe sharing, copying 
and re-publishing that content to others .. unless 
there is a nice fat fee involved of course!
The Issue for Libraries
? It was easier before “e” for many 
Libraries, physical ownership of the item 
made it easy to control access
? Client groups were easily identifiable 
and usually all within the one institution
? There weren’t many of the kinds of 
hybrid and virtual organisations that are 
a hallmark of today’s collaborative and 
trans-disciplinary research
Second Problem
? Problem #2: The ways that a scholar or 
researcher might access print or electronic 
items are so very different!
? Libraries and content owners have had 
some centuries to develop an 
understanding of the way that people use 
print materials; and to devise and test 
process to make them available. Electronic 
resources (and in particular those available 
via the internet) have only been around for 
a fraction of that time.
Second Problem
In the print world, to access an item 
you typically have to physically travel 
to the Library to borrow it. If you are 
privileged you might be able to 
request that the physical item is sent 
to your local Library as an inter 
Library loan or you might be able to 
request portions of it be copied –
within contractual limits and of 
course bearing in mind copyright law.
Second Problem
? Access to a digital resource is vastly 
different – a digital scholar or researcher 
might never enter the doors of the 
institution which “owns” the content they 
want to access. They might follow a link 
to it sent by a colleague or from an RSS 
feed, or they might be searching in a 
public accessible database such as 
PubMed or GoogleScholar.
Second Problem
? Of course in the “e” world intellectual property and 
ownership of digital content is protected by similar 
contracts and laws.
? Because print can typically only be used in one 
place at a time, some publishers try to restrict 
access to electronic copy in the same way. 
Examples include “electronic access for this 
campus only” .. “or for this group of students or 
researchers only”. Such agreements do not often 
work in a multi-campus environment or for a 
collaboratively research project involving 
academics from multiple institutions
Third Problem
However, this is the 
biggest problem 
Libraries and 
publishers face when 
deciding whether or 
not to provide/allow 
access to digital 
content..
Third Problem
? Peter Steiner’s 1993 cartoon printed in 
the New Yorker symbolizes an 
understanding of the Internet that 
stresses the ability of users to send and 
receive messages in general obscurity 
but it also captures in a nutshell the 
problem faced by vendors of information 
(or agents such as Libraries).
Third Problem
? Problem #3: Just who *is* it typing on the 
keyboard at the other end?
? In an environment where contracts often 
impose ridiculous limits on electronic 
access such as “from xxx physical 
campus”, or restrict access to only 
particular groups of a campus population it 
is bewilderingly difficult to devise rules and 
polices which effectively enact these 
access restrictions.
Third Problem
? Not only is the problem made worse by the emergence 
of ever newer platforms for mobile computing but 
increasingly the workforce now encompasses members 
may actually be part of multiple organisations. 
? Compound this with the fact 
that many publishers still cling 
to antiquated notions of  identity 
and authority and we start to 
see why things can sometimes 
get a bit hot!
First Steps away from “print”
? When first faced with the emergence of 
electronic publishing and access via the 
internet the most familiar approach taken 
was to treat the internet in the same way 
as publishers did for print subscriptions
? Publishers equated network addresses to 
something akin to a room number or 
postcode – access could be allowed from 
such and such an address because that 
belonged to Academic A or it was used 
only at Campus B . . .
First Steps away from “print”
? In first few years of the internet, everyone used 
public IP addresses and there were plenty to go 
around so this kind of approach seemed to 
make some sense – but as networks became 
more complex the model begins to break down
? Private IP ranges
? Proxy servers, cache hierarchies and NAT
? Shared-teaching labs and wireless networks
? Virtual private networks and .. gasp.. home 
broadband!
Facets of me . .
? At work, my internet access normally goes through a 
nat’ing proxy server .. 130.102.42.xxx
? However, if I’m in a teaching space at UQ my 
internet access might be through Quotient and the 
QuestNET hierarchy .. 130.102.2.xxx
? At home I might use our corporate VPN client –
different proxy server .. 172.28.44.xxx
? I might access via a Telstra WiFi hotspot at the 
airport .. 210.56.77.xxx
? All very different but equally valid. Clearly my IP 
address is a poor choice as a proxy to identify ME.
Usernames and Passwords
Suddenly, access control based on IP address is 
no longer so effective – publishers and Libraries 
looked towards usernames and passwords instead 
which bring their own challenges
?Finding out what the password is to begin with?
?Password sharing and disabling access when 
someone leaves your institution?
?People hate having different passwords for each 
resource, so they forget them or write them down 
which in turn leads to poor security and here we go 
again ?
Identifying our clients?
The notion of a single group of “clients” is no 
longer the case for most Libraries so let’s talk 
about some of the client groups of the UQ Library 
..
• Students and staff of UQ?
• Research collaborations?
• The Commonwealth & granting 
bodies?
Easy enough so far
So far those can all be dealt with but lets 
add some more
?Visits by schools and students under 18
?The general public 
?Automated services such as harvesters 
and crawlers
?Students or staff  from other Universities
?Visitors to conferences
Adds up a a headache
Some solutions work for some ..
? EduRoam
? Time limited Accounts
? Visitor Access
? Agreed reciprocal accounts and 
credentials
Lets look at some real examples ..
Some User Cases
? UQ Library operates branches in each of 
the major teaching hospitals at which our 
students are taught – in most cases, these 
facilities also serve as a Library presence 
for the local hospital staff and are thus 
jointly funded
? Some members of hospital staff also hold 
adjunct or clinical positions with UQ but not 
all- however many of the licenses we sign 
with publishers limit access to “students or 
staff of UQ” – problem?
Some User Cases
? An academic in school XXX would like to 
be able to access the top ranking journal 
from their discipline via the network – but 
they don’t want to come to the Library, they 
want to do this from their office. Access is 
available via a Squid proxy but their office 
is in a building shared by two schools and 
the licence only allows academics from 
school XXX to access this resource ..  
Problem?
Some User Cases
? Academic C from the Centre for Trans-
disciplinary research wants to access a 
journal which, because it is jointly 
funded by the PAH, is only available at 
the PAH campus. However, he wants to 
access articles from his notebook 
computer which he takes home with him 
each night from work .. Problem?
Some User Cases
Like many institutions, UQ employs a 
federated approach to identity and links 
together a bunch of different authentication 
and authorisations systems to make it appear 
more seamless
?Student Y rings up the Library helpdesk 
complaining that they tried to access an 
electronic journal using their student 
username and password from Blackboard but 
it didn’t work .. Problem?
Some User Cases
? A large publisher of academic journals 
contacts the Library to say that they 
have monitored an atypical surge of 
downloading from a journal to which UQ 
subscribes. They suggest that someone 
is systematically downloading large 
amounts of content which is in breach of 
the license signed by the University. 
They want to know what we are going to 
do about it .. Problem?
Some User Cases
? UQ stores content in our IR which is open-
access yet the same system also hosts 
content which is restricted to UQ. How can the 
repository owners ensure that public data 
(such as thesis abstracts and metadata) 
remains harvestable yet access to other 
content, such as the full-text of higher-degree 
theses is restricted .. Problem?
? What if the person trying to access it is an 
external assessor who needs to view the 
electronic content as part of the examination of 
a PhD candidature.. Problem?
OK – its all bad news right?
From all these problems 
you could assume that 
the world is ending, the 
sky is falling and that 
access might never 
(ever?) be something 
that can be done easily 
…… maybe!
What is needed?
? Really what Libraries and 
publishers need is a way of 
formulating the identity of the 
person behind the keyboard 
in way that supports these 
kinds of use cases.
? A system that could enable 
this would be a “hit” with 
Libraries and publishers 
alike
Attributes of a “better” system
A way of validating identity that :
?Is secure yet not so complicated it becomes 
burdensome to use
?Is not easily counterfeited, is backed by 
recognised authority and facilitates multiple levels 
of “trust”
?Facilitates the transfer of additional information 
needed for decisions about access such as 
institutional affiliation or role
?Most likely SAML based and is portable and not 
tied to concepts such as IP address
Attributes of the “better” system
? Built on open-standards so that it can be 
implemented widely – open source would 
be even better!
? Meshes with a variety of existing 
institutional authentication and 
authorisation regimes as well as external 
sources of identity information
? Reduces complexity not adds additional 
layers
? Ideally, adopted by both institutions and 
vendors alike
Is this a “magic bullet” ?
Where to from here?
? Libraries, publishers, IT 
services and vendors alike 
need to continue to talk about 
how this kind of system might 
look
? We need to look beyond our 
particular patch and put 
together something which could 
be implemented to serve the 
wider needs of the community
Some first steps
? Access to materials in UQ’s IR is controlled 
by authentication based on Shibboleth as 
well as local user accounts
? Use of IP based authentication is slowly 
being phased out in favour of token based 
systems – traditional proxies are being 
replaced in some instances by URL 
rewriting tools
? Open-Access publishing is opening some 
doors
Full of promise 
Libraries want to be able to provide seamless and 
efficient access to content – to do this we will need to 
rely on trust based relationships to share identity and 
policy information not just within our institutions but 
between organisations and with vendors!
No matter what the technology develops towards, be it 
web-based single sign-on, PKI, USB smart tokens, 
keys, smart cards, biometrics, Internet and intranet 
security, VPNs or gateways, Libraries need to be not 
only listening to the conversation but active participants 
and contributors!
The End !!!
Questions or comments are 
very welcome!
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